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TPP access to payment account

1. What are PIS and AIS services? And their rights and 
obligations?

2. How will TPPs receive technical access to payment accounts? 
(draft EBA RTS)

3. Other questions: 

• What is a "payment account"? 

• Authentication procedure for TPPs



What are PIS and AIS services?
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PSD2 provides for two new "payment" services (AISP and PISP)

● PIS: "a service to initiate a payment order at the request of the [PSU] with respect to a payment account held at another [PSP]." 
(Article 4(15) PSD2)

• Recital 27: "payment initiation services in the field of e-commerce have evolved. Those payment services play a part in e-
commerce payments by establishing a software bridge between the website of the merchant and the online banking 
platform of the payer’s [ASPSP] in order to initiate internet payments on the basis of a credit transfer."

● AIS: "an online service to provide consolidated information on one or more payment accounts held by the [PSU] with either another 
[PSP] or with more than one [PSP]." (Article 4(16) PSD2)

• Recital 28: "Those services provide the [PSU] with aggregated online information on one or more payment accounts
held with one or more other [PSPs] and accessed via online interfaces of the [ASPSP]. The [PSU] is thus able to have an 
overall view of its financial situation immediately at any given moment. "
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A PISP shall (amongst other things):

Art. 66(3) PSD2:

● (a) not hold at any time the payer’s funds;

● […]

● (d) for each communication session, identify itself towards the ASPSP and communicate with the ASPSP, the payer and the payee in 
a secure way;

● (e) not store sensitive payment data of the PSU;

● (f) not request from the PSU any data other than those necessary to provide the PIS;

● (g) not use, access or store any data for purposes other than for the provision of the PIS as explicitly requested by 
the payer;

● (h) not modify the amount, the payee or any other feature of the transaction.

Art. 66(4) PSD2: PISP only entitled to "all information on the initiation of the payment transaction and all information accessible to the 
[ASPSP] regarding the execution of the payment transaction"
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An AISP shall (amongst other things)

Art. 67 PSD2: 

● (a) provide services only where based on the PSU's explicit consent;

● […]

● (c) for each communication session, identify itself towards the ASPSP of the PSU and securely communicate with the ASPSP and 
the PSU;

● (d) access only the information from designated payment accounts and associated payment transactions;

● (e) not request sensitive payment data linked to the payment accounts;

● (f) not use, access or store any data for purposes other than for performing the AIS explicitly requested by the PSU, 
in accordance with data protection rules.

EBA draft RTS, 23 February 2017: AISP entitled to "the same information from designated payment accounts and associated 
payment transactions made available to the [PSU] when directly requesting access to the account information, provided that this 
information does not include sensitive payment data" (Art. 31(1)(a))



What technical solution for access?
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● Today, most TPPs used "screen scraping", meaning 

• (im)personification / no identification – not in line with PSD2

• TPP gets to see all consumer data, including data not related to payment account – not in line with PSD2 

● 21 February 2017, EBA Chairman: "Having informally consulted with the [EC] on the interpretation of the Directive, the 
EBA has come to the conclusion that the current practice of […] ‘screen scraping’ […] will no longer be allowed once 
the transition period under the PSD2 has elapsed and the RTS applies."

● 23 February 2017, draft EBA RTS sent to the EC for consideration: banks to offer either "dedicated interface" (API) or 
interface offered by bank to PSU. Screen scraping illegal as from when RTS become applicable (e.g. April 
2019?). 

• Requirements for all interfaces: 

– standards from international or European standardisation organisations

– technical specs should be documented and made available to TPPs at no charge. Any changes be made available at 
least 3 months in advance

– testing facility should be made available

• For "dedicated interface" (API) specifically: 

– same level of availability and performance as interface provided by bank to PSU

– use ISO 20022 elements/components

– contingency measures in the event of unplanned unavailability / alternative options during unplanned downtime

What technical solution for access? 
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What technical solution for access?

● Banks happy with draft EBA RTS since screen scraping banned as from e.g. April 2019… Banks will build one or more APIs (see 
work done at ERPB to agree on one common API). PISPs will not have access to consumer data. AISPs will have access to only 
data related to "payment accounts"

● But TPPs not happy... Massive lobbying in support of continued screen scraping - e.g. : 
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What technical solution for access?

● Banks lobbying massively in support of the EBA's proposed approach (i.e. "dedicated interface") 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zIBRdQh6fwo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zIBRdQh6fwo
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What technical solution for access? (banks lobbying)

● More banking lobbying…
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What technical solution for access?

● EC supportive of screen scraping as "fallback" / "spare wheel" 
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What technical solution for access?

● EC expected to  disclose its proposed amendments to draft EBA RTS on 23 May (today)

● EBA will then have 6 weeks to amend the draft RTS and resubmit it to EC 

● The EC may then accept the document received from the EBA, or adopt the RTS with the amendments it considers relevant

● RTS then notified by EC to EP and Council, who may object to the draft RTS within a period of 1 month or 3 months

● RTS then published in the Official Journal of the EU, followed by "entry into force"

● RTS become effective 18 months later (e.g. April 2019). What will be the conclusion on screen scraping ????

● Transition period before RTS "go live" (e.g. between October 2017 and April 2019) :

• "Member States shall not forbid legal persons that have performed in their territories, before 12 January 2016, activities of
[PISP] and [AISP]  […] to continue to perform the same activities in their territories during the transitional period […] in 
accordance with the currently applicable regulatory framework." (Art. 115(5) PSD2)

• "Member States shall ensure that until individual [ASPSPs] comply with the [RTS], [ASPSPs] do not abuse their non-
compliance to block or obstruct the use of [PIS] and [AIS] for the accounts that they are servicing." (Art. 115(6) PSD2)



Other issues
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● Art.  4(12) PSD2: "‘payment account’ means an account held in the name of one or more payment service 
users which is used for the execution of payment transactions;" 

● UK HM Treasury:

• personal current accounts 

• business current accounts 

• credit card accounts 

• flexible savings accounts 

• e-money accounts

● UK financial conduct authority (FCA):

– current accounts

– e-money accounts

– flexible savings accounts

– credit card accounts 

– current account mortgages

● France: savings account will be a payment account? 

● Belgium: savings account will not be a payment account? 

● Etc. 

What is a "payment account"?
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● "Member States shall ensure that the [ASPSP] allows the [PISP] and the [AISP] to rely on the 
authentication procedures provided by the [ASPSP] to the [PSU] in accordance with paragraphs 1 
and 3 and, where the [PISP] is involved, in accordance with paragraphs 1, 2 and 3."

● In practice, seems to mean that AISP/PISPs are required to use the authentication procedure 
agreed between bank and PSU (unless they is a bilateral agreement between TPP and bank stating 
otherwise). Therefore:

• Draft EBA RTS, Art. 10(1): "[banks] are exempted from the application of [SCA] where a [PSU] is limited 
to accessing either or both of the following items online without disclosure of sensitive payment data: (a) 
the balance of one or more designated payment accounts;  (b) the payment transactions executed in 
the last 90 days through one or more designated payment accounts. "

• However the exemption seems to be optional for banks (see draft EBA RTS, Art. 18(5): "[Banks] that 
make use of any of the exemptions set out in Article 10 to 16 may choose to apply [SCA] to the actions 
and to the payment transactions referred to in those provisions where they determine, according to the 
transaction monitoring mechanisms set out in Article 2, that a risk of unauthorised or fraudulent use of 
the payment instrument is increased"). 

• In relation to banks that decide not to make use of the exemption, can an AISP have a credible consumer 
proposition/experience? 

Authentication procedure for TPPs
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